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SYSTEM

Santa Barbara County Sheriff’s Department
Santa Barbara, California

I thought you’d be interested to know that we ended up using your bag the day after we received it. It
showed up at my house on Thursday afternoon, and we had an ocean recovery on Friday morning. Despite
having no time to train with your product, and having to actually open the package on the flight line as we
loaded into the helo, the bag was incredibly effective and easy to use. Based on where we did the recovery,
and the gnarly conditions that we endured, I’d hate to think about how that callout would have gone with a
regular zip up plastic body bag.
Because of how well it worked for us, we will likely be ordering several replacement bags in the future.

Deputy Travis Henderson

Grand Prairie Fire Department
Grand Prairie Texas

Grand Prairie Fire Dept recently purchased the x7ix underwater bag system to be placed on our rescue
boat. Within five days of delivery, we had a drowning possibly involving foul play at the lake we service.
We located the victim on sonar in about twenty feet of water. Two divers were deployed with the new bag
system and easily recovered the victim in a matter of minutes. Not only was this system quick and easy, with
possible foul play involved, it helped preserve any evidence. We have placed an order for several more bag
systems and will continue to make them part of standard equipment on our boat.

Bill Murphy, Battalion Chief

Perquimans County Technical Diving & Recovery
Perquimans County, North Carolina

Another dive team gave us the bag to try today, we had a 275lb man in 25ft.of water with zero vis. The bag
worked perfect. Thanks.

Chief Symons

Joliet Fire Department
Joliet, Illinois

...“I think it is a vast improvement over the previous bags that we had because it is more of a side load
approach rather than trying to get the bag entirely under the recovery subject. With more practice it will be
a much more efficient operation. I think that we would have had to put a diver in the water if we didn’t have
this new style bag.”

Captain Kozlowski

